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code 12708
Composed by:

code 12494
Kit 10 user keys

Ocio - Tank level indicator 

Code OCIO DESK 1
PC interface with software for 1 tank

Code OCIO DESK 4
PC interface with software for 4 tanks

Code OCIO DESK 8
PC interface with software for 8 tanks

Code OCIO DESK 12
PC interface with software for 12 tanks

It is also available direct connection to PC for remote management level in 
the tank through a dedicated software.
A new interface lets you connect up to 12 OCIO level gauges and send 
data by PC cable for a distance of up to 1000 meters.
Interface available for sending SMS to the 2 alarm levels set.

OCIO is an innovative system for managing the level of liquid in atmospheric tanks. The 
system detects the static pressure generated by the height of the liquid by means of a 
tube introduced inside the tank and displays the liquid level on the display in a reliable 
and repeatable way. It has two level alarms that can be set as desired for the message 
on the display or for the control of remote signals (sound or visual).

Code OCIO - rs
OCIO - Terminal level indicator.

With this electronic panel, it is possible to authorize the withdrawal of fuel from a private 
distributor only to personnel using magnetic codes or keys (up to 80 users) and to transfer 
the data to a PC thus allowing the monitoring.
It is possible to enter automobile code and Km. Management of delivery date and time. 
Dedicated software for managing and printing.

The MC BOX is equipped of:
- code 12708: for access to supplies by key users and data download to PC with key 
manager without the need for cable connection

Or:
- code 12710: For data download to PC through cable connection up to 800 meters.

Code MCBOX

MC BOX - Multi user control panel

n. 10 user keys n. 1  Manager key for data 
transfer on PC. 

code 12710 
Composed by:

Key player Manager to 
connect to the PC, Usb 
pendrive with software 
for managing supplies.

Converter for direct 
connection to PC, Usb 
Pendrive with software 
for managing supplies.

Code OCIO - SMS
Interface for sending SMS alarms


